CTI Qualifying Course List
Fall 2019

*Lower Division*
CTI 301G/C C 301 Introduction to Ancient Greece
CTI 302 /GOV 314.10 Classics of Social and Political Thought
CTI 304.1/R S 315.1 The Bible and Its Interpreters
CTI 305G Intro to Old Testament
CTI 306D History of Religions of Asia
GOV 312P Constitutional Principles: Core Texts
LAH 305 Reacting to the Past
PHL 301K Ancient Philosophy
PHL 301L Early Modern Philosophy
R S Intro to New Testament
UGS 302 Classical Philosophy and Literature
UGS 303 The Challenge of the Greeks

*Upper Division*
*ANS 320 Classical Indian Literature
*ANS 372 Decoding Classical Chinese Poetry
*ARH 362 Art and Politics in Republican Rome
CTI 320/GOV 351C Classical Quest for Justice
CTI 321/GOV 351D Theoretical Foundations of Modern Politics
CTI 323/GOV 335 Might and Right Among Nations
CTI 326.1/GOV 357 Constitutional Interpretation
CTI 327D/AHC 325 History of Rome: The Republic
CTI 335.4/PHL 354 Origins of Liberalism
CTI 335/GOV 379S Regime Perspectives: American Politics
CTI 344D/ITC 348 Dante
CTI 345.5 Major Works of Dostoevsky
CTI 345.10 Love in East and West
CTI 350 Masterworks of World Drama
CTI 352D Early Italian Renaissance Art to 1470
*CTI 375 /AHC 330 Great Works in Medicine
CTI 375 Italian Masterpieces: Literature/Film/Art
*CTI 375 The Book of Job
CTI 375.2 Islamic Theology
CTI 375.7 Archaic and Classical Greece
CTI 379 Conference Course
E 321 Shakespeare
E 337E British Literature: Restoration-Romantic
E 363K Classic to Romantic
GK 324 Sophocles
*GDS 341D Social Dramas of Henrik Ibsen
*GOV 335M Intellectual World of the American Founders
GOV 357M-4 Civil Liberties
*GOV 357M Constitutional Structure of Power
HIS 334L American Revolution/Founding of US
HIS 343G Italian Renaissance 1350-1550
HIS 353 French Revolution and Napoleon
PHL 329K History of Ancient Philosophy
PHL 329L Early Modern Philosophy: Descartes-Kant
PHL 334K Martin Heidegger
PHL 357M Kant’s Moral Theory
RHE 330D Philosophy vs. Rhetoric
SOC 379M Sociological Theory

* Starred courses will count for the CTI certificate pending approval by the College.